The rapid development of the fifth generation mobile communication systems accelerates the implementation of vehicle-to-everything communications. Compared with the other types of vehicular communications, vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications mainly focus on the exchange of driving safety information with neighboring vehicles, which requires ultra-reliable and low-latency communications (URLLCs). However, the frame size is significantly shortened in V2V URLLCs because of the rigorous latency requirements, and thus the overhead is no longer negligible compared with the payload information from the perspective of size. In this paper, we investigate the frame design and resource allocation for an urban V2V URLLC system in which the uplink cellular resources are reused at the underlay mode. Specifically, we first analyze the lower bounds of performance for V2V pairs and cellular users based on the regular pilot scheme and superimposed pilot scheme. Then, we propose a frame design algorithm and a semi-persistent scheduling algorithm to achieve the optimal frame design and resource allocation with the reasonable complexity. Finally, our simulation results show that the proposed frame design and resource allocation scheme can greatly satisfy the URLLC requirements of V2V pairs and guarantee the communication quality of cellular users.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the remarkable advancements in the fifth generation (5G) mobile communication systems, ultra-reliable and low-latency communications (URLLCs) become the indispensable components of vehicular networks (VNETs) [1] - [3] . The performance of emerging vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communications can be greatly improved, especially the latency and reliability for safetyrelated applications [4] . Compared with the other types of vehicular communications, vehicle-tovehicle (V2V) communications mainly focus on the exchange of driving safety information with neighboring vehicles, which requires the rigorous latency and reliability. In order to achieve the goal of URLLCs, 3GPP also declares that a general URLLC requirement for one transmission of a packet is 10 −5 for 32 bytes with a user plane latency of 1 ms [5] . However, there are few studies involving the latency and reliability of the physical layer in VNETs at present. Therefore, it is paramount to develop new URLLC techniques for V2V communications.
In general, dedicated short range communication (DSRC) systems and long term evolution (LTE)-related systems are used to support V2V communications. Based on the IEEE 802.11p protocol, DSRC systems adopt the carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) technique to support V2V communications [6] , [4] . However, CSMA has two limitations for latency-sensitive V2V communications, i.e., the unbounded access latency and channel collisions. Furthermore, because of the poor deployment of roadside infrastructures, DSRC systems are being abandoned gradually.
By contrast, with the aid of device-to-device (D2D) techniques, LTE-related systems are regarded as the most promising solution to V2V communications [7] , [8] . A typical operational scenario of D2D-based V2V communications is to reuse radio resources with cellular users (CUEs), namely the underlay mode. Based on such a scenario, a radio resource allocation scheme is proposed for V2V in [9] by jointly considering the transmission latency and reliability. However, it is essential to consider the impacts of mobility models in VNETs. As an improvement to the above work, a novel V2V resource allocation scheme is presented in [10] based on microscopic mobility model, where the relationship between the queueing latency and reliability is studied. Moreover, some other works investigate the problem of maximizing the spectral efficiency (SE) in the traditional V2V/D2D underlay mode [11] , [12] .
However, the existing works have the following limitations for V2V URLLCs, i.e., 1) All global instantaneous channel state information (CSI) is known at the base station (BS).
It is not practical to let the BS know the CSI of V2V/D2D channels [13] . Additionally, the instantaneous CSI is easy to be outdated and is hard to be exchanged in vehicular communications. Exchanging such the CSI causes large overhead and reduces communication efficiency.
2) The existing works focus on the scenario of single-antenna, and ignore the benefits of multi-antenna, such as the diversity gain used to ensure high reliability [14] . For the massive MIMO in 5G, exploiting the channel hardening phenomenon is also beneficial to formulate the large-scale fading-based optimization problems [15] .
The recent work in [13] analyzes the performance and proposes a power control algorithm for the V2V MIMO system, and thus these two limitations are addressed to some extent. However, the mobility model as well as the latency and reliability requirements are vital for the V2V system. In addition, due to the rigorous latency requirement, the frame size is much shorter in V2V URLLCs. Hence, another crucial limitation for the existing works is that neither the ergodic capacity nor the outage capacity are suitable to characterize the tradeoff among the SE, transmission latency and reliability [16] . Finally, for the short frame in V2V URLLCs, the size of the control information (overhead or metadata) is no longer negligible compared to that of the payload information as shown in Fig. 2 . The existing works rarely consider the impact of the overhead from the aspect of the physical layer, which is crucial for the performance of V2V URLLCs. Therefore, how to properly design the frame size and efficiently allocate the radio resources are still challenging for V2V URLLCs.
To tackle the above challenges, taking the two-dimensional macroscopic traffic model into account, we study the frame design and resource allocation for an urban V2V URLLC system in this paper. In particular, based on the superimposed pilot (SP) scheme and regular pilot (RP) scheme, we first analyze the lower bounds of performance for V2V pairs and CUEs. Then, according to the lower bounds analyzed, the joint frame design and resource allocation are studied to satisfy the URLLC requirements of V2V pairs while guaranteeing the signal-to-interferenceplus-noise ratio (SINR) quality of CUEs. Finally, two low-complexity algorithms are proposed to achieve the optimal frame design and resource allocation. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
• For V2V pairs, we derive the lower bound of the tradeoff among the SE, transmission latency and reliability based on the finite blocklength theory. For CUEs, we derive the lower bound of SINR. Furthermore, based on the two-dimensional macroscopic traffic model, the worst case of the above lower bounds is averaged over the vehicle density and large-scale fading under the maximum interference scenario.
• Based on the worst-case lower bounds, the optimal frame design is studied, of which the optimization objective is to reduce the transmission latency as much as possible. Meanwhile, it guarantees the amount of transmission information for each V2V pair and ensures the SINR quality of CUEs. An iterative algorithm is proposed to obtain the optimal frame design. Moreover, the feasible region of latency and bandwidth is investigated for the V2V URLLC system.
• According to the optimal frame design achieved, the optimal radio resource allocation, namely the joint optimization of pilot and signal power, is then investigated. The optimization objective is to maximize the minimum amount of transmission information among all V2V pairs. To overcome Limitation 1, a semi-persistent scheduling algorithm is proposed to reduce the signaling overhead and implementation complexity for the V2V URLLC system.
• Our simulation results show that the proposed frame design and resource allocation can satisfy the URLLC requirements of V2V pairs, while guaranteeing the SINR quality of CUEs. Furthermore, in terms of the latency and SE, the SP scheme is the preferred choice for the V2V URLLC system. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First of all, Section II describes the V2V URLLC system model, and Section III analyzes the performance of the V2V URLLC system. Then, the joint optimization of frame size and resource allocation is studied in Section IV. Finally, Section V illustrates the simulation results, while the conclusions are offered in Section VI.
Notations: Uppercase boldface letters and lowercase boldface letters denote matrices and vectors, respectively, while I N denotes an N ×N identity matrix. Furthermore, (·) T , (·) * and (·) H represent the transpose, conjugate and conjugate transpose of a matrix/vector, respectively, while
[·] l denotes the l-th element of a vector. Finally, E(·) represents the mathematical expectation, while CN(µ, σ 2 ) is the complex Gaussian distribution with mean µ and real/imaginary component variance σ 2 /2.
II. V2V URLLC SYSTEM MODEL

A. Scenario Description
As shown in Fig. 1 , based on the urban grid layout in [17, Annex A], we consider a single-cell urban V2V URLLC system. Without loss of generality, the length and width of all roads are A RL and A RW , respectively. Hence, the length of the square building block is A RL − A RW . In the building block, A SW is reserved for the sidewalk, where CUEs are uniformly distributed along the sidewalk. In the center of the building block, a BS employs M antennas and simultaneously communicates with K single-antenna CUEs. In each road, a total of D u , u ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} V2V pairs reuse the uplink radio resources of CUEs at the underlay mode 1 . In each V2V pair, a V2V receiver equipped with N antennas communicates with a single-antenna V2V transmitter 2 , in order to guarantee the rigorous URLLC requirements. Furthermore, the cooperation of all roads is not considered in this paper, due to the local characteristics of V2V communications. Finally, the system operates in the time-division duplex (TDD) mode.
B. Channel Model
All channels experience independent flat block-fading, i.e., they remain constant during a coherence block (time-bandwidth product), but change independently from one block to another.
1) V2V Channel: Let g V2V
ud,ji = β V2V ud,ji h V2V ud,ji ∈ C N ×1 denote the channel vector spanning from the i-th V2V transmitter on the j-th road to the d-th V2V receiver on the u-th road, where β V2V ud,ji and h V2V ud,ji represent the large-scale fading and small-scale fading, respectively. The large-scale fading is given by β V2V ud,ji = θ(d V2V ud,ji ) −α , where θ is a constant related to the antenna gain and 1 In this paper, we take the underlay mode as a general scenario to analyze and optimize the performance of the V2V URLLC system [9] , [10] , [13] . The overlay mode can be regarded as a special case of the underlay mode. Predictably, if V2V communications operate at the overlay mode, the performance will be improved due to less interferences. 2 As usual, the MISO case is used to simplify the analysis [18] , [15] . However, it is worth noting that our works can be extended to the MIMO case. Roughly, with respect to the MIMO case, it should first analyze and sum up the SE performance of each stream for each V2V pair, and then the rest works are similar with the MISO case in this paper.
carrier frequency, α is the path loss exponent, and d V2V ud,ji is the distance between the i-th V2V transmitter on the j-th road and the d-th V2V receiver on the u-th road. Each element of h V2V ud,ji is independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex Gaussian random variable with mean 0 and variance 1, namely h V2V ud,ji ∼ CN(0, I N ). Similarly with g V2V ud,ji , g V2B ud = β V2B ud h V2B ud ∈ C M ×1 denotes the interference channel vector spanning from the d-th V2V transmitter on the u-th road to the BS.
2) CUE Channel: Similarly with the V2V channel, g C2B
is the channel vector spanning from the k-th CUE to the BS, while g C2V ud,k = β C2V ud,k h C2V ud,k ∈ C N ×1 denotes the interference channel vector spanning from the k-th CUE to the d-th V2V transmitter on the u-th road.
C. Traffic Model
In general, as the vehicle velocity gradually increases, the fluctuation of small-scale fading becomes more rapid. However, the impact of small-scale fading can be mitigated by exploiting the channel hardening and asymptotic orthogonality of massive MIMO [18] , [15] . Therefore, the mobility of vehicles (the change of location information) primarily impacts the large-scale fading. It means that the vehicle density (the number of vehicles) and the location information at a certain moment are vital for the performance analysis and optimization of the V2V URLLC system from the aspect of the physical layer. To this end, the first-order macroscopic model is more in line with our needs. In addition, since V2V communications are generally used for traffic safety including lane changing, the first-order two-dimensional model considering the mobility in the y-direction (vertical direction) is adopted in this paper. The two-dimensional conservation law is given by ∂ρ u (t, x, y)/∂t + ∂F u,x (t, x, y)/∂x + ∂F u,y (t, x, y)/∂y = 0 [19] , [20] , where ρ u is the two-dimensional average vehicle density. As the classical first-order model, the Lighthill-Whitham-Richards (LWR) model assumes that the average velocity v u only depends on the average vehicle density [19] , [20] . Then, the average flux (flow rate) of the x-direction and y-direction are given by F u,x = ρ u v u,x (ρ) and F u,y = ρ u v u,y (ρ). In practice, based on the flow rate observed, traffic control centers can predict and periodically report the density. Therefore, Poisson distribution [21] , i.e.,
where ρ u /2 denotes the average V2V pair density.
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF V2V URLLC SYSTEM
In this section, we analyze the performance for V2V pairs and CUEs. First of all, two channel estimation schemes are adopted to obtain CSI. Then, for the V2V pairs, the performance of SE, latency and reliability is analyzed based on the finite blocklength theory. Finally, the performance of SINR is analyzed for the CUEs.
A. Channel Estimation of V2V Pairs and CUEs
Because vehicles generally have more powerful processing capabilities compared with CUEs, it is reasonable to let V2V communications operate with massive MIMO [13] , [22] , [23] , which is beneficial for improving the degrees of freedom to estimate the desired and interference CSI. Furthermore, if the V2V pairs operate with massive MIMO, the effect of semi-persistent scheduling can be achieved, which is detailedly stated in Section IV-C. Let L V and B be the transmission latency and system bandwidth, respectively. Thus τ SP = L V B, which is also referred to as the channel uses, represents the number of transmitted symbols or the size of a coherence block.
1) Regular Pilot:
Since the RP scheme is often used in the existing wireless systems including the LTE-related systems [24] , the RP scheme is considered for comparison in this paper. As shown in Fig. 2 , τ RP out of τ SP symbols are utilized for estimating in the RP scheme. For all CUEs, the BS allocates K different pilots for them from a set of τ RP (K τ RP < τ SP ) orthogonal pilots of length τ RP . Let a k ∈ C τ RP ×1 denote the pilot allocated to the k-th CUE, where
For all V2V transmitters, the pilots are selected randomly and independently from a set of τ RP orthogonal pilots. In fact, the BS broadcasts the pilot allocation to all V2V pairs as shown in Algorithm 2. The general case is studied in this paper, namely the random allocation for V2V
communications. Let a ud ∈ C τ RP ×1 be the pilot selected by the d-th V2V transmitter on the u-th road. Hence, for arbitrary (j, i) = (u, d) and the k-th CUE, we have
The received pilot signal Y V,RP ud ∈ C N ×τ RP at the d-th V2V receiver on the u-th road is
where q V ji and q C k are the pilot power of the i-th V2V transmitter on the j-th road and the k-th CUE, respectively. The i.i.d. additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) matrix can be writ-
where binary random variables
indicate whether the i-th V2V transmitter on the j-th road and the k-th CUE have the same pilot with the d-th V2V transmitter on the u-th road, respectively. With the linear minimum mean squared error (LMMSE) technique [25] , the estimate of g V2V ud,ud is given bŷ
where
Analogously, the received pilot signal Y C,RP ∈ C M ×τ RP at the BS can be written as
Based on the LMMSE technique, the estimate of g C2B k is given bŷ
2) Superimposed Pilot: Now that the overhead is no longer negligible compared with the payload information from the perspective of size, what can we do to reduce the overhead for the short frame in V2V URLLCs? To this end, the solution proposed by this paper is to send the superposition of pilots and data symbols. Compared to the RP scheme, the SP scheme utilizes τ SP symbols to send a superposition of pilots and data symbols. Due to the longer pilot length, the sufficient channel samples in the SP scheme are more beneficial to estimate the CSI in the high-speed vehicular environments, which can overcome the negative impacts caused by the Doppler frequency shift. Furthermore, the SP scheme can improve the SE, while reducing the pilot contamination for massive MIMO [26] , [27] . Let c ud ∈ C τ SP ×1 and c k ∈ C τ SP ×1 denote the pilot of the d-th V2V transmitter on the u-th road and the k-th CUE, respectively. Similarly, the pilot allocation rule of the SP scheme follows (2) and (3). Given the data symbol vectors
V2V receiver on the u-th road can be written as
where p V ji and p C k are the signal power of the i-th V2V transmitter on the j-th road and the k-th CUE, respectively. By multiplying Y V,SP
where all notations are similar with (5) . With the aid of LMMSE technique, the estimate of
Likewise, the received pilot signal Y C,SP ∈ C M ×τ SP at the BS can be written as
According to the LMMSE technique, the estimate of g C2B k is given bŷ
B. Signal Transmission of V2V Pairs and CUEs 1) Regular Pilot: In the RP scheme, the rest τ SP −τ RP symbols are used for signal transmission.
For the d-th V2V receiver on the u-th road, the received signal
where the vector
It is widely exploited that low-complexity linear detection techniques are capable of asymptotically attaining optimal performance in massive MIMO. Therefore, we adopt the low-complexity maximum ratio combining (MRC) detection in this paper. Recall from (6) that the post-processing signal of y V,RP ud can be expressed asŝ V,RP ji = ĝ V2V,RP ud,ud H y V,RP ud . Analogously, the received signal y C,RP ∈ C M ×1 at the BS is given by
With the estimated CSI in (9), the post-processing signal of the k-th CUE can be written aŝ
2) Superimposed Pilot: Since the pilot allocation is known to all V2V receiver and the BS, the received pilots can be perfectly canceled at (11) and (15), in order to reduce the impact of interferences. For an arbitrary data symbol [s V ud ] l , l ∈ {1, 2, · · · , τ SP } of the d-th V2V transmitter on the u-th road, we have its post-processing signal, i.e.,
Similarly, based on the estimated CSI in (16), the post-processing signal of the k-th CUE in the SP scheme is given by
C. Performance Analysis of V2V Pairs 1) Expression of SINR: For the RP scheme, recall from (6) that the estimate of g V2V ud,ud can be rewritten asĝ V2V, RP ud, ud 
Based on the channel hardening, i.e., (g V2V ud,ud ) H g V2V ud,ud /N → β V2V ud,ud , and the asymptotic channel orthogonality, i.e.,
for the large number of antennas N , the SINR of the d-th V2V receiver on the u-th road can be approximated by
where the noise term is o(1/N ), hence it can be omitted here.
For the SP scheme, by adopting the similar method, the SINR of the d-th V2V receiver on the u-th road can be approximated by
and
Comparing (24) with (23), we find that:
• For both the RP scheme and SP scheme, the SINR is always equivalent to the signal-tointerference ratio (SIR); and • The only difference between γ V,RP ud and γ V,SP ud is that the denominator of γ V,SP ud has more data symbol interferences.
2) Performance of V2V URLLCs: To efficiently deal with the latency-sensitive communication problems, the finite blocklength theory is the recent advance on the Shannon coding theorem [28] , [29] . The classical Shannon formula quantifies the error-free capacity at which information can be transmitted over a band-limited channel in the presence of noise and interferences. However, this capacity can only be approached at the cost of excessive transmission (coding) latency,
. Therefore, both the ergodic capacity and outage capacity are no longer applicable for the short frame in V2V
URLLCs. The finite blocklength theory properly approximates R(γ, n, ), and provides a common expression of R(γ, n, ) [28]- [30] , i.e.,
where is the proxy for reliability (generally 10 −5 or 10 −6 for VNETs), and Q −1 (·) denotes the inverse of the Gaussian Q-function. L is the transmission latency, while LB, which is also referred to as the coding blocklength, represents the number of transmitted symbols. Based on (26) , one can conclude that as LB tends to infinity, (26) approaches the ergodic capacity. V is the so-called channel dispersion. For a complex channel, the channel dispersion is given by
In the high SINR region (greater than 10 dB), the channel dispersion can be approximated by V = (log 2 e) 2 , while in the low SINR region we have 0 < V < (log 2 e) 2 [31] . Normally, the requirement that γ 10 dB can be easily satisfied in the systems supporting URLLCs [32] .
Therefore, we utilize the approximation V = (log 2 e) 2 to obtain a standard lower bound of SE in the V2V URLLC system. The theorem about the SE of V2V pairs is illustrated as follows.
Theorem 1: Let λ be equal to τ SP −τ RP and τ SP in the RP scheme and SP scheme, respectively.
For the SE of V2V pairs in the urban V2V URLLC system, a lower bound averaged over the pilot allocation is given bỹ
Further, by considering the worst case without resource allocation (namely the maximum interference scenario), the above lower bound averaged over the vehicle density and large-scale fading is given byR
wherē
, for SP.
S R = A RL A RW is the area of each road. ψ = P C max /P V max is the ratio of the maximum power for V2V pairs and CUEs. j ∈ {j|j ⊥ u} and j ∈ {j|j u}. j ⊥ u represents the fact that the j-th road is connected (perpendicular) to the u-th road, while j u represents the fact that the j-th road parallels to the u-th road. The results of Ω are given by Appendix B.
Proof: See Appendix A.
According to (32) , we find thatΓ V,RP ud ≈Γ V,SP ud when 2τ RP = τ SP , which means that about 50% symbols are used for the pilot transmission. Therefore, for the V2V URLLC system, the SP scheme is more efficient than the RP scheme, and the SINR of the former is larger.
D. Performance Analysis of CUEs
Compared to the V2V pairs, the CUEs do not need to operate with the short frame. Therefore, only the performance of SINR is analyzed for the CUEs here. For the RP scheme and the SP scheme, based on the large number of antennas M , the SINRs are given by [26] :
According to (33) and (34), we find that the CUEs have less interferences in the denominators of γ C,RP k and γ C,SP k than those of the V2V pairs, due to the CUEs' orthogonal pilot allocation.
Theorem 2: For the urban V2V URLLC system operating with the underlay mode, a lower bound of the CUEs' SINR averaged over the pilot allocation is given by [26] , [33] :
for RP,
Further, by considering the worst case without resource allocation, the above lower bound averaged over the vehicle density and large-scale fading is given bȳ
where all notations are similar with (32) .
Proof:
Since the function f (x) = 1/x, ∀x > 0 is convex, Jensen's inequality shows
The rest proof is similar with Theorem 1, and thus is omitted here.
Similarly with (32) , (36) also shows thatΓ C,RP K Γ C,SP k when τ RP /τ SP 1/2, which means up to 50% symbols are used for the pilot transmission.
IV. PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION OF V2V URLLC SYSTEM
With the aid of Theorem 1 and 2, the performance of the V2V URLLC system is optimized in this section, including the frame size, pilot power and signal power.
A. Optimization of Frame Size 1) Problem Formulation: For V2V URLLCs, the desired goal is to reduce the transmission latency as much as possible, while guaranteeing the amount of transmission information for each V2V pair and ensuring the SINR quality of CUEs. To this end, the following optimization problem is first formulated based on the worst-case lower bounds.
Problem 1 (Optimization of Frame Size): Let λ be equal to τ SP −τ RP and τ SP in the RP scheme and SP scheme, respectively. Given the average vehicle density ρ u , ∀u, the road length A RL and the road width A RW , the optimization of frame size is formulated as P1:
whereΘ V th denotes the threshold of the amount of transmission information for each V2V pair, andΘ C th denotes the SINR threshold of each CUE. 2) Solution to Problem 1: According to (32) and (36), we conclude that the SP scheme is always more efficient than the RP scheme when the value of τ SP is given. Hence, here τ SP of the RP scheme is optimized as an independent variable which is different from τ SP of the SP scheme. The purpose of separate optimization is to let RP gain the same performance with SP in Problem 1. Let ζ represent τ SP for both RP and SP. Denote η as the ratio of τ RP in ζ. Based on Theorem 1, we have the following general expressions for (37a), i.e.,
whereā V,RP ud andā V,SP ud are the merging coefficients given by Theorem 1. b V ud = Q −1 ( V ud ) log 2 e. First of all, let us analyze the properties of the objective functions. With respect to ζ, we have
which means that f RP (η, ζ) and f SP (ζ) are positive, differentiable, increasing and convex on ζ.
Hence, given η h RP (η, ζ) = g RP (η, ζ) +Θ V th and h SP (ζ) = g SP (ζ) +Θ V th must have the unique non-zero solutions ζ V,RP u,η and ζ V,SP u within the range ζ ∈ (ζ L , +∞). With respect to η in the RP scheme, we obtain
where η h RP * = arg max η {h RP (η, ζ)}. According to (41) , it is hard to intuitively know the other properties of f RP (η, ζ) on η except the differentiable property. However, an important fact should be noticed, i.e., for the actual communication systems we must have f RP (η, ζ) = h RP (η, ζ) − g RP (η, ζ) > 0, ∀η ∈ (η L , 1) and h RP (1, ζ) = g RP (1, ζ) = 0. Therefore, f RP (η, ζ) has the maximum value on η with the given ζ, which states that ∂h RP (η, ζ)/∂η = ∂g RP (η, ζ)/∂η must have the unique non-zero solution η V u,ζ within the range of η ∈ (η L , 1). At this point, the solutions to (37a) can be written as
By considering together with (37b), the optimal solutions of Problem 1 are given by 
where η V * ,L ζ V,RP * ,L is the product of the lower bound of (42), and η C * ,L ζ C,RP * ,L 
Algorithm 1. Frame design algorithm
Initialization:
• Iterative index t = w = δ = 0, and maximum iterative tolerances µ ζ , µ η > 0.
Frame design for the RP scheme:
and t = 0.
5:
loop (t, ∀u)
, set t = t + 1 and break. else Set t = t + 1 and continue.
4)
Let η w,0 = η w and δ = 0.
10:
loop (δ, ∀u) 
6)
Based on (44) , the optimal frame design can be obtained for the RP scheme.
Frame design for the SP scheme:
3) Based on (45), the optimal frame design can be obtained for the SP scheme.
4) Low Latency: Exchange of Bandwidth:
Based on the optimal frame design acquired by Algorithm 1, we next study the transmission latency. Let ζ RP * ,L and ζ SP * ,L be the lower bound of (44) and (45), respectively. Recalling from ζ = L V B, we find that the relationship between transmission latency and system bandwidth is reciprocal, i.e., their product is equal to a constant. Hence, the system bandwidth can be increased to reduce the transmission latency, which is the so-called exchange of bandwidth in the low-latency region. However, there is a limit to increase the system bandwidth. It is well known that MIMO-related techniques operate in the narrow band. To reduce the difficulty of channel estimation, MIMO does not usually work under the frequency selective fading channels. To this end, the exchange limit is the coherence bandwidth B C . In conclusion, the feasible region of latency and bandwidth is given by
where L V min is the minimum transmission latency. ζ * ,L is equal to ζ RP * ,L and ζ SP * ,L for both RP and SP.
B. Joint Optimization of Pilot and Signal Power
1) Problem Formulation: Based on the optimal frame design achieved, the optimal joint optimization of pilot and signal power is investigated. Since the desire goal of V2V URLLCs is to let each V2V pair transmit information within a very low latency, the reasonable optimization objective is to maximize the minimum amount of transmission information among all V2V pairs, rather than maximizing the sum of the amount of transmission information. Furthermore, in the high-speed vehicular environments, the small-scale channel fading generally changes very fast, leading the instantaneous CSI easily to be outdated. Exchanging the instantaneous CSI is also not practical for V2V communications. Hence, in the massive MIMO V2V URLLC system, it is expected to formulate the large-scale fading-based allocation problems [13] . Recall from (28) that the amount of transmission information for each V2V pair can be rewritten as
Problem 2 (Max-Min Resource Allocation): Given the total power P V max , P C max , the number of V2V pairs on each road and the location information of all V2V pairs and CUEs, the optimization objective is to maximize the minimum amount of transmission information among all V2V pairs, guaranteeing the SINR quality of CUEs at the same time, i.e.,
P2-RP: max
and P2-SP: max
2) Solution to Problem 2: For the max-min problem, the original problem (50) and (51) can be transformed with the epigraph form, namely, P2-epi: max
Obviously, the transformed problem (52) is non-convex. However, the constraintsĨ V ud φ and
Therefore, (52) can be further transformed into a standard geometric programming (GP) problem, i.e., ∀(u, d) ,
P2-GP: max
for RP, ∀(u, d) ,
for SP.
(54b)
The standard GP problem can be efficiently solved by the interior-point methods at the polynomial time complexity [34] . In this paper, we adopt the CVX package with the solver MOSEK to obtain the global optimum [35] , [36] .
C. Semi-Persistent Scheduling Algorithm for V2V URLLC System
So far, we have optimized the frame size, pilot power and signal power. Next, we study how to obtain the effect of semi-persistent scheduling. Specifically, in order to solve Problem 1 and 2, the proposed algorithms depend on the vehicle density and the location information. However, a crucial characteristic has to be considered in VNETs, i.e., compared to the time-scale of CSI fluctuation on the millisecond level, that of the traffic (including the density and location information) fluctuation is higher (urban vehicle velocity 60 km/h ≈ 1.67 cm/ms [17] ). Therefore, if the resource allocation is executed on the higher time-scale, the effect of semi-persistent scheduling can be achieved, which means that the signaling overhead and implementation complexity are reduced [7] , [21] , [37] , [3] . In addition, with the aid of the artificial intelligence (AI) technologies, the prediction of the density and location information is beneficial to establish the proposed algorithms. In practice, based on the flow rate observed, traffic control centers can use roadside monitoring sensors or real-world traffic datasets to predict and periodically report the density and location information [38] , [39] . For example, based on the emerging deep learning methods, the short-term traffic is predicted for a part of road network in Beijing [40] .
In conclusion, Algorithm 2 is proposed for describing a semi-persistent scheduling procedure.
It is noticed that compared to the fluctuation of the location information of all V2V pairs, that of the number of all V2V pairs is more stable. Hence, the update interval of the frame size can be longer than that of the resource allocation. According to the macroscopic traffic model, the update interval of the resource allocation can be calculated as the coherence time, i,e.,
where f MD is the maximum Doppler frequency, f C is the carrier frequency, and v C is the speed of light. v(ρ) is related to v u,x (ρ) and v u,y (ρ), ∀u. In Algorithm 2, T RA denotes the time duration of executing a resource allocation policy.
For the multi-cell handover, both the density and location information can be shared via the wired links between traffic control centers and all base stations. As long as these two types of information are available, the proposed algorithms can be readily extended to the multi-cell scenarios. Furthermore, 3GPP recently attempts to introduce positioning systems to assist in resource allocation [7] . Thus, the proposed algorithms also can be compatible with the existing standardizations for V2X communications. Finally, because of the wired links, the monitoring and sharing of the density and location information may not bring the excessive signaling overhead for radio access networks.
D. Complexity Analysis
Based on the maximum iterative tolerance µ ζ of Algorithm 1, the associated precision is given by Z ζ = log 10 (µ −1 ζ )-digit. Therefore, the complexity order of Algorithm 1 used for the SP scheme is O(log 2 Z ζ ) [41] . Moreover, the total number of iterations for the binary search is given by log 2 (µ −1 η ), thus the complexity order of Algorithm 1 used for the RP scheme is
With respect to Algorithm 2, besides the complexity imposed by Algorithm 1, the other part of complexity is determined by solving the GP problem. In general, the GP problem can be readily transformed into a convex problem which can be solved by the interior-point methods at the polynomial time complexity [34] .
A common complexity order is given by O(m 3.5 ) [42] , where m is the number of inequality constraints. Hence, the complexity order of Algorithm 2 used for both the RP scheme and the SP scheme is O[(5 4 u=1 D u + 5K + 1) 3.5 ].
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Simulation Setup
In the simulations, the length of each road is set as 200 m. There are 2 lanes in each road and the lane width is set as 4 m [17] . Hence, the width of each road is 8 m. Furthermore, the width Algorithm 2. Semi-persistent scheduling algorithm for V2V URLLC system Initialization:
• Periodically reported vehicle density.
• Periodically reported location information of all V2V pairs and CUEs.
• The length and width of road A RL and A RW .
• The thresholds of frame designΘ V th andΘ C th for each V2V pair and CUE. 5: • The threshold of resource allocation Θ C th for each CUE. • Total power P V max and P C max . Semi-persistent scheduling algorithm:
1) The BS executes Algorithm 1 to obtain the optimal frame design, and further to conceive the pilot set and allocation.
2) The BS broadcasts the pilot allocation, vehicle density and location information to all V2V pairs. If the current time slot is not on the moment of updating the average vehicle density, only the latter two information is broadcast.
3) The BS and all V2V pairs simultaneously solve the joint resource allocation of pilot and signal based on Other simulation parameters are listed in Table I. B. Simulation Results and Analysis 1) Convergence: Fig. 3 (a) and 3(b) illustrate the convergence of ζ and η, respectively. For both the RP scheme and SP scheme, Fig. 3(a) indicates that as the number of iterations increases, the optimal frame size ζ converges to a constant. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 3(b) , as the number of iterations increases, the maximum value of η decreases and the minimum value of η increases. η max and η min finally converge to one constant, which verifies the convergence of Algorithm 1. The number of iterations also indicates that Algorithm 1 operates with the reasonable complexity.
2) Performance of Optimal Frame Design: Based on the representative value of channel delay spread T D = 1 µs, the coherence bandwidth can be calculated as B C = 1/(2T D ) = 500 kHz [44] .
According to the coherence bandwidth B C and (47), Fig. 4 illustrates the minimum transmission latency versus the vehicle density. For the RP and SP, Fig. 4 shows that as the vehicle density increases, the transmission latency increases as well, in order to maintain the performance of the worst case for V2V pairs and CUEs in (37) . As analyzed in (32) and (36) , Fig. 4 also shows that the latency performance of SP is always better than that of RP. Furthermore, with the increasing number of CUEs, the latency performance of RP and SP deteriorates. However, the deterioration is acceptable for V2V URLLCs. Finally, the relationship between the minimum transmission latency and vehicle density is linear in the SP scheme when the number of CUEs is equal to 50. This is because (37b) dominates the optimal frame size. the optimal frame size of SP maintains a constant, which means that the SP scheme is not sensitive to the reliability of V2V URLLCs. This is because (37b) dominates the optimal frame size. By contrast, the improvement of SINR threshold does not have much impact on the RP scheme. Finally, as the reliability of V2V URLLCs increases, the latency of V2V URLLCs is increased by 0.09 ms at most (i.e., 45/500 kHz in the RP scheme).
According to (46), Fig. 6 depicts the transmission latency versus the system bandwidth. As shown in Fig. 6 , regardless of what the channel estimation scheme is, as the system bandwidth increases, the transmission latency decreases. This is the so-called exchange of bandwidth in the low-latency region. However, there is a limit to increase the system bandwidth, namely the coherence bandwidth. Hence, the exchange of bandwidth only can operate in the feasible region (the pink shaded region). Moreover, if the latency requirement of 3GPP is considered, the feasible region will be reduced. Finally, we also find that when the RP and SP achieve the same transmission performance (i.e., they all satisfy (37)), the latency of SP is lower than that of RP, which means that the SP scheme is a better choice for V2V URLLCs.
3) Performance of Optimal Resource Allocation: Fig. 7(a) illustrates the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the amount of transmission information for V2V pairs. As shown in Fig. 7(a) , the RP scheme with (η * ,L , ζ RP * ,L ≈ 246) in (44) achieves the best performance, while the curve of SP is close to that of RP. This is because the optimal frame size of RP solved by Algorithm 1 is larger than that of SP, which is also evidenced by the following conclusions: 1) when the same latency performance is achieved (i.e., when ζ is given, and 166/500 kHz = 0.332 ms), based on the optimal resource allocation, the amount of transmission information in the SP scheme is larger than that of the RP scheme; 2) when the same performance of the amount of transmission information is achieved in the worst case (Problem 1), the latency of SP is lower than that of RP (246/500 kHz = 0.492 ms). Fig. 7(b) presents the CDF of uplink SINR for CUEs. As shown in Fig. 7(b) , with the SINR threshold Θ C th = 10 dB, the SINR of CUEs are lager than 10 dB under three types of frame size. For the RP scheme, regardless of what the frame size is, two CDF curves of SINR performance are very close. The difference of η * ,L ζ RP * ,L and η SP * ,L ζ SP * ,L , namely η * ,L ζ RP * ,L − η SP * ,L ζ SP * ,L , is approximately equal to 24, which means that the slight increase in pilot size has little effect on the SINR of CUEs in the RP scheme. For the SP scheme, the SINR performance improvement is very obvious. This is because the large value of ζ SP * ,L ≈ 166 is conducive to improving Γ C,SP k in (35) .
Considering Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) together, we find that although the performance of the amount of transmission information for V2V pairs is not optimal in the SP scheme, the latency of V2V pairs and the SINR of CUEs outperform those of RP. Therefore, the SP scheme is more suitable for the urban V2V URLLC system.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In order to reduce the overhead for the short frame, this paper studied the problem of jointly optimizing frame size and resource allocation in the urban V2V URLLC system. Utilizing the RP scheme and SP scheme, we first analyzed the lower bounds of performance for V2V pairs and CUEs based on the finite blocklength theory and macroscopic traffic model. Then, with the aid of the lower bounds analyzed, a frame design algorithm and a semi-persistent scheduling algorithm were proposed to achieve optimal frame design and resource allocation. Finally, our simulation results showed that the proposed frame design and resource allocation scheme can greatly satisfy the URLLC requirements of V2V pairs while guaranteeing the SINR quality of CUEs, and stated that the SP scheme was better for the V2V URLLC system.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 1
With the high SINR and Jensen's inequality (f (x) = log 2 (1 + 1/x), ∀x > 0 is convex), recall from (26) that the SE lower bound of the d-th V2V receiver on the u-th road is written as
where λ is equal to τ SP −τ RP in the RP scheme, while it is equal to τ SP = L V B in the SP scheme.
The proof of the RP is similar to that of the SP, thus the SINR expression of the RP is omitted here. Based on (24), we obtain [26] , which leads to (29) . Then, (29) can be further averaged over the vehicle density and large-scale fading. For the d-th V2V receiver on the u-th road, the ideal case is to transmit signals with the maximum power in the interference-free scenario. Without loss of generality, the worst case without resource allocation is thus considered here, namely the maximum interference scenario. In the RP scheme, let Fig. 8 . Cartesian coordinate for single-cell urban V2V URLLC system. p V ji = q V ji = P V max and p C k = q C k = P C max , ∀k, (j, i), while in the SP scheme, let p V ji = δ V ji P V max , q V ji = (1 − δ V ji )P V max and p C k = δ C k P C max , q C k = (1 − δ C k )P C max , ∀k, (j, i), ∀δ ∈ (0, 1). Since f (x) = x(1 − x), ∀x ∈ (0, 1) is a concave function and f (0) = f (1) = 0, pq = δ(1−δ)P 2 max gains the maximum value P 2 max /4 when δ = 1/2. Recall from β · · = θ(d · · ) −α that (29) (32) .
APPENDIX B CALCULATIONS OF PATH LOSS
As shown in Fig. 8 , a Cartesian coordinate is established for the single-cell urban V2V URLLC system. Without loss of generality, we number four roads in order to illustrate more clearly. Based on (1), we have the following distributions for the locations of all V2V pairs, i.e.,
for Road 1,
the distributions of the other roads are similar to that of Road 1, hence they are omitted. To ensure the convergence of E[(d V2V ud,ji ) −2α ], we need to set the protection region for V2V receivers. Since all V2V pairs are uniformly located at a plane, the protection region is set as a square around the V2V receiver with the length 2r P , where r P is related to the size of vehicle. According to (58), the probability density function (PDF) of d V ud is given by f d V ud (x, y) = 
where j ⊥ u represents the fact that the j-th road is connected (perpendicular) to the u-th road, such as the relation between Rood 1 and Rood 2 in Fig. 8 . j u represents the fact that the j-th road parallels to the u-th road, such as the relation between Rood 1 and Rood 3.
Furthermore, due to the local characteristics of V2V communications, the distance between the transmitter and receiver of each V2V pair is set as r V [43] . Hence, we have E d V2V 
